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Our goal is to
understand the
most fundamental
particles and laws
of the universe.
It has 23 member
states and supports
a global community
of 15,000
researchers.

CERN is the world’s largest laboratory for particle physics
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We study the elementary building blocks
of matter and the forces that control their
behaviour.

Quark
~10-18
m

What is the
universe made of?

Proton

~10-15 m

Nucleus
~10-14 m

Matter
0,1 m

Atom
~10-10
m

How did the
universe begin?
We reproduce the conditions a fraction of a second
after the Big Bang, to gain insight into the structure
and evolution of the universe.

Big Bang

Accelerators

Today
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ACCELERATORS

DETECTORS

COMPUTING

We build the largest machines to study the smallest particles in the universe
We develop technology to advance the limits of what is possible

How do we do it?
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CMS
CMS

LHCb

ALICE
ALICE

ATLAS

ATLAS

LHCb

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is 27km
circumference near Geneva and has 4 main
detectors around the ring.
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The LHC is a machine of records!
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CMS

ATLAS
46m long, 25m diameter
weights 7’000 tonnes
100 million electronic channels , 3 000 km of cables

22m long, 15m diameter
weights 14’000 tonnes
Most powerful superconducting solenoid ever built

Two general-purpose detectors cross-confirm
discoveries, such as the Higgs boson.
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ALICE
Studies the «Quark Gluon Plasma», state of matter
which existed moments after the Big Bang.

LHCb
Studies the behaviour difference between the b quark
and the anti-b quark to explain the matter-antimatter
asymmetry in the Universe.

ALICE and LHCb experiments have detectors
specialised on studying specific phenomena.
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~1B collisions per second generate particles
that decay in complex ways into even more
particles.
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Data
generated
40 million
times per
second

PB/s

100,000
selections
TB/s
per
second

1,000
selections
GB/s
per
second

This can generate up to a petabyte
of data per second.
Filtering the data in real time, selecting potentially interesting events (trigger).
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The CERN data centre processes hundreds
of petabytes of data every year.
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Data processing and analysis drive physics discovery
~40 MHz

Software
• 50M lines dominated by C++ and
Python
• Contributions by hundreds of
scientists
• Much 20+ years old

~ PB/s

“Online” – Real time

L1 Trigger
(HW)

HL Trigger
(SW)
~100 kHz
~1 kHz

WLCG

“Raw Data” ~ 1-10 GB/s

“Offline” - Asynchronous

Physicists must sift through the
30-50 PBs produced annually by
the LHC experiments.

Data Simulation and
Reconstruction are similar
in their use of processing
and storage resources
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Tier-0
(CERN):
data recording,
reconstruction and
distribution
Tier-1: permanent
storage, re-processing,
analysis
Tier-2: Simulation,
end-user analysis

1 PB/s of data generated by the
detectors
Up to 60 PB/year of stored data
Large experiments have managed
datasets summing to more than 1.5 EB
A distributed computing infrastructure
of 1.4 million cores working 24/7
An continuous data transfer rate of 3545 GB/s
(3 PB/day) across the Worldwide LHC
Grid (WLCG)

Computing is handled by the Worldwide
LHC Computing Grid, a hierarchical
distributed computing infrastructure.
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Would put us amongst the top
Supercomputers if centrally
placed: est. ~few x100 Pflops

• CPU:

• ~ 1.4 million cores
fully occupied
(“x86”)

• Storage

• ~ 1.5 EB (~500 PB
disk, >500 PB tape)

• Network

• 100Gb/s links
between major
centers and 10Gb/s
between smaller
sites

170 computing centres in 42 countries
1.5EB of storage and 1.5M processor cores.
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Rate of new physics is 1
event in 1012
Selecting a new physics
event is like choosing 1
grain of sand in 20
volley ball courts

More collisions help physicists to observe rare
processes and study with greater precision.
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With L=1.5 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 and 8b4e bunch structure à pile-up of ~ 60 events/x-ing
The HL-LHC will use new technologies to provide
(note: ATLAS and CMS designed for ~ 20 events/x-ing)
10 times more collisions than the LHC.
Run2 – Average 40 collisions per
crossing
CMS: event with 78
reconstructed vertices
It will provide greater precision and discovery potential.

•

It will start operating in 2029 and run until 2040.

•

LHC Upgrade in progress
LS1

LS2

Run4 – Average 200
collisions per crossing
LS3
Maria Girone
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2031

2032

• By Run4, the detectors will
become more granular and
more radiation hard.

PLACE

• Reconstructing more
particles with more granular
detectors will be
computationally more
expensive.

The ATLAS and CMS experiments will be
significantly upgraded for the HL-LHC.
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The HL-LHC brings unprecedented computing challenges:
the total computing capacity required by the experiments
is expected to be 10 times greater than today.

Large investments in R&D are needed to improve software
and workflows, reduce storage needs, integrate new
resources and solutions from technology providers.

HL-LHC Computing Needs
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Upgraded Accelerator
• Higher Luminosity

Changing Filtering
Paradigms
• Higher Data Rates
• Higher Sensitivity

R&D Investments
• Code modernization, HPC and
hardware accelerators
• Reducing storage needs
• New techniques, from AI to QC

Upgraded Detectors
• Higher Granularity
• Higher Occupancy
New Computing Challenges

Upgraded Program = New Challenges
Maria Girone
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• Evaluate state-of-the-art technologies in a
challenging environment and improve them
• Test in a research environment today
technologies that will be used in many
business sectors tomorrow
• Train the next generation of engineers &
researchers
• Collaborate and exchange ideas to create
knowledge and innovation
• Created at the start of LHC, today includes collaborations with other experiments and
other sciences.
• Unique approach to foster collaboration with industry and other sciences, an example
with high potential for supporting the R&D and innovation

Collaborating with Industry: CERN openlab
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CERN openlab R&D Areas
XT
eXascale Technologies

AI-S
Artificial Intelligence
for Science

A comprehensive
investigation of HPC
and Cloud
infrastructures,
platforms, frameworks,
tools to support key
scientific workloads and
applications

Analysis and
development of
algorithms,
optimisation for new
architectures,
interpretability,
synergies between
physics and other
sciences

QTI-C2
Quantum Technology
Initiative – Computing
& Communications
Assess the potential
impact of quantum
computing for science,
investigate QML
algorithms and areas of
potential quantum
advantage,
collaborative quantum
computing (simulation)
platform

CERN openlab Phase VII and Beyond

MSC
Multi-Science
Collaborations
Share the expertise and
knowledge generated
across all activities with
other sciences, work
with other CERN units
to explore novel
applications of CERN
computing systems and
ideas, create
collaborations and
contribute to common
solutions
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XT
eXascale Technologies

AI-S
Artificial Intelligence
for Science

Working with experts in the experiments
and other CERN Deps. on a proposal to
establish a centre for AI Research and
take part in relevant ELLIS Programs
(“Fundamental Research”, “Quantum and
Physics Based Machine Learning”,
Robotics/Computer Vision, etc.

QTI-C2
Quantum Technology
Initiative – Comp/Coms

MSC
Multi-Science
Collaborations
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CERN openlab framework initiatives
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Exploration of heterogeneous architectures
and HPC
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Extremely parallel architectures are widely used in industry
and other sciences
Can provide better performance/price and energy efficiency

GPU performance remains on an 18-month doubling cycle
Growing effort in the LHC experiments to offload parts of
the reconstruction workflows to GPUs

CAREFUL: comparison to single Cor CPU!

For both high level trigger and offline

ML frameworks profit from GPU acceleration and
substantially reduce turnaround times

• Industry has invested heavily in optimizing machine learning
libraries on GPUs (training and inference)
• The large user base ensures support on all recent hardware

Industry is producing low-power GPUs
•

Can be used to upgrade existing machines

•

NVIDIA GPUs (i.e. T4) use 25% of the power at
significantly lower cost

•

AMD GPUs are tested; excellent performance/price
• Software is catching up

Taking advantage of GPU hardware.
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• Industry has been investing in alternative
workflow specific architectures
• Designed generally around machine
learning applications
• Tensor processing units (TPUs) from
Google and Intelligent Processing
Units (IPU) from GraphCore are ASICs
optimized for ML
• More specialized than GPUs
• The most modern are similar
performance to the newest GPUs
with fewer watts

Workflow Specific Accelerators.
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HPC falls at the intersection of
several important R&D areas

EXPANDING
RESOURCES FOR
DATA INTENSIVE
SCIENCES

HPC
ADOPTING AI/ML
TECHNIQUES

Engagement with the HPC
Community can be a catalyst for
progress

EVOLVING TO
HETEROGENOUS
ARCHITECTURES
(software
performance,
portability
libraries,..)

HPC Supercomputers will grow by
a factor of 10 on the time scale of
the HL-LHC
A thorough R&D program has
been established

Unified programming models
facilitate HPC adoption

High Performance Computing
Maria Girone
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9 of 10 of the largest HPC systems
get the bulk of processing from
heterogeneous architectures
Intel Xeon
IBM Power + NVIDIA GPUs

Adastra

46PF

Tianhe-2A

61PF

8

Selene

63PF

7

Perlmutter

71PF

6

Sunway TaihuLight 93PF

5

Sierra

95PF

4

Summit

149PF

3

LUMI

151PF

2

Fugaku

442PF

1

Frontier

1100PF

10
9

ARM
AMD EPYC and AMD GPUs
Custom RISC
AMD EPYC and NVIDIA GPU

Exascale barrier broken

Maria Girone
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Launched in January
2021, the CoE RAISE
enables researchers
from science and
industry to develop
novel, scalable
Artificial Intelligence
technologies
towards Exascale
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AI technologiesExascale
https://www.coe-raise.eu

Converging HPC and AI
30

CoE RAISE Use-Cases
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Large-scale distributed
hyperparameter optimization
(hypertuning) applied to the
Machine-Learned Particle-Flow
(MLPF) algorithm in CMS using Ray
Tune.
STOTA hypertuning algorithms (ASHA,
BOHB, Bayesian optimization)

Validation loss decreased by ~44%
after hypertuning
Single node multi-GPU training using
TensorFlow’s mirrored strategy
~50x speed-up using a single node
with 4 GPUs compared to CPU.
Multi-node distributed data-parallel
training using Horovod

WP4 Task 4.1 – Hyperparameter optimization on HPC
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Using the open-source framework
Horovod for distributed dataparallel training on an arbitrary
number of compute nodes
Enables faster training of AI models
Applied here to the MLPF model
Scaling studies in progress

Distributed Training on HPC
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Benchmarking is critical to understanding
performance at large scale and on
heterogeneous resources:
Developed HPC support for HEP Benchmark
Suite
Use AI benchmarks to explore
efficiency of using HPC hardware to train
AI models
optimize compute time and cost
find best suited configurations in training
time, compute resources and energy
cost

Benchmarking on HPC
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Work with HPC sites to enable large scale HEP workflows, and provide environment similar to
CERN computing resources (CVMFS, EOS, similar to lxplus). After you get access, using
resources is simple, workflow is similar to HTcondor:
●
●

Request a job* with the type & quantity of hardware you want
Submit/schedule job for execution

*Jobs can even be interactive session

Description and instructions for getting your own resources at
https://prace-ri.eu/hpc-access/eurohpc-access/
Open applications at https://pracecalls.eu

25K core hours awarded
across Marconi100 (~4,000
GPUs)

Accessing HPC resources for development.
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Growing collaboration between HPC and data
intensive science

PRACE TIer-1 Systems

Collaborations

36
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US-CMS has
received nearly 10M
core hours
• Exclusively X86
CPU resources

Experiment use of HPC
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Machine Learning and Quantum Computing
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In development, opportunity for joint
R&D

Proven CERN capability
Use case
specific
Fast ML

Ultra-fast on-edge
inference under strict
latency constraints

Anomaly detection

Object identification,
classification,
anomaly detection in
big and noisy data
sets

Large scale, science grade
data analytics and
visualization

Industrial controls

Machine efficiency and
predictive maintenance
with industrial control
systems

Distributed
computing

Optimization of
distributed computing,
storage, and networks;
fast I/O for large files

Simulation

Graphs

Simulation with
generative DL for
efficient computation

Exploring Graph NNs for
high-multiplicity
problems with non-linear
distances

ML in Robotics

Determining optimal
machine design and
component
configuration

Quantum ML

Computing
parallelization

Research quantum
algorithms to solve
pattern recognition,
classification and
generation problems

Training and
optimization of
complex NNs on
parallelized GPU
infrastructure

Cross
use case
•

Optimization and evaluation for science-grade precision of large
datasets using advanced data analytics

•

Data visualization, interactive plotting (e.g., statistical
visualizations, uncertainties, distributions), model visualization

•

Large-scale, quality-controlled CERN data as testbed/
benchmark (e.g., single dataset with 100m examples, >1TB)

Remote
maintenance and
safety with
autonomous robots
and computer vision

Progress on ML Capabilities
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Neuromorphic Computing
• Very large scale systems
containing electronic analog
circuits to mimic neuro-biological
architectures present in the
nervous system

Quantum Computing

• Computing systems relying on quantum phenomena to
perform calculations
• Quantum Annealing like D-Wave systems
• Quantum Gate models like IBM, Rigetti, Intel Google

Looking farther in the future.
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European Roadmap to Exascale
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Tackling Computing
Challenges at CERN

Takeaways

• CERN has been pushing the boundaries of knowledge
and technology for more than 60 years.

Tier-2

L-L
H
FO
RH

HLT

Architectural Diversity

• A strong R&D program in collaboration with industry is key.
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EN
D

Tier-1

C

Tier-0

TR

• Looking at Clouds/HPC and specialized architectures
to provide software and computing for the next
generation of the LHC program.

Clouds

Facility Size

• The next phase of the program will include
unprecedented computing challenges.

Exascale HPC

Tackling tomorrow’s
computing challenges
today at CERN

« Magic is not happening at CERN,
magic is being explained
at CERN. »
Tom Hanks

Maria Girone
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Thank you!

Exascale Technologies

oneAPI and DAOS

Artificial Intelligence
for Science

Quantum Computing

Boosted 3D GAN

New project in
definition

Multi-Science
Collaborations

Collaboration with
BioDynamo

Industry projects in CERN openlab enable
R&D
44

